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Studying at RMIT allowed me all the creative freedom in the world, but landing a job in 
Melbourne after graduating during the GFC was not only slightly soul-destroying, but in 
practice went against every design ethic I had. So, I left in search of something more engaging, 
something to which I could apply my design thoughts and creativity and I happened to buy a 
camera along the way. After running dry of cash from extended travel, I arrived in Bangkok in 
hope of being able to sustain a life of wandering, balanced with work to support my growing 
photowalking addiction. I now work as an Interior Designer for Pace Development, a Thai 
developer with big visions for Thailand’s property future. Projects include MahaNakhon, soon to 
be Bangkok’s tallest building, which will house the Bangkok Ritz Carlton Edition Hotel exclusive 
private residences and an adjacent seven story shopping mall. In addition to property, I am 
responsible  of the expansion of Dean & Deluca Cafés across Thailand, completing two stores in 
2011 and working on a further two – one being a 700sqm flagship store in Bangkok.

PHOTOWALKING

The Phuket Vegetarian Festival. No meat here, only the 
piercing and slicing of human flesh. This annual event is 
held in the belief that by partaking in spiritual cleansing 
will bring good fortune for the future. During the ten day 
festival vegetarian diets are observed, and it is common 
to encounter heavily pierced faces, syringe threaded skin 
and sword-cut flesh parading the streets all in the means 
for good-merit making.

Bangla Days. Crumbling walls, colourfully painted 
concrete facades and women who can float down the 
street with everything bar the kitchen sink on their 
heads. Cars honking, tea brewing, rickshaws buzzing past, 
train jumping, incense burning, vendors screaming and 
fragrant aromas tickling the nostrils, dodging and weaving 
is the only way to navigate the rhythm of Bangladesh.
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